
The following pages contain some suggestions based on the new Hands for Health logo 
and on our conversation regarding the Hands for Health image and business direction on 
March 28th. These are meant as conversation starters. If you see one that jumps out at 
you, great! If not, let’s talk further about what you envision for this label.

website ideas: 
hands for health



left Original website template with new logo.

above Color recommendations. Colors pull from the new logo and the “wellness” spectrum 
in-line with colors mentioned at our original meeting in March. You had mentioned wanting 
to re-paint the office a deep brown/purple/french grey. Incorporating similar colors into 
your website will help tie everything together.

medical.health.wellness



left A proposed site-revamp using ideas from the original site with color-scheme that uses 
logo colors to direct attention to headlines and content.

layout recommendations

1 Using some of the space to call out and illustrate essential information would allow a 
potential customer to, at a glance, see what you’re about. The brown banner toward the 
top is intended to do just that, switching between several banners every few seconds rather 
than constantly scrolling as in the original site. 

2 Fewer, larger images are easy for the eye to focus on. Using 
images specifically to illustrate or reinforce the ideas mentioned 
in text aid in understanding and improve the site user’s ability 
to scan to find what they want.

3 Use of a grid system greatly increases professionalism and 
readability in a website.



search terms Your current template lists real estate-related search terms and descriptions. 
This may prevent some potential customers from locating you via search engine. It’s easily 
fixed, and it’s a good idea to do immediately.

content recommendations
1 Be straightforward. You do a great job of 
this already, but it’s important enough that 
it bears repeating: remove any redundant or 
superfluous text. Make your selling point in your 
title and elaborate in body text. 

2 If you are running promotions or events, the 
site is a prime place to put them. The incentive 
to act might be enough to get a new client in 
the door and, when updated regularly, returning 
clients can rely on the site for current news.

some photo options
A few ideas to get you going. This is, by no means, an exhaustive list. 



sexuality concerns and spa vs. healthcare During our original meeting, it was 
mentioned that displaying images that show are too sexual or that go overboard to 
promote a “spa feeling” would give potential customers the wrong idea. The idea that 
images that show too much skin might make customers nervous about scheduling an 
appointment was also discussed.

avoiding unwanted connotations 

1 Emphasize the hands in massage photos. Cropping photos to show hands doing work 
would also go a long way to building a theme based on the Hands for Health business 
name.

2 Depict tools of the trade. Towels, bottles of oil, and stones imply “massage” but generally 
aren’t in themselves construed as sexual. There’s no implication of having to disrobe in 
order to receive services and the overall effect would be a more clinical-looking website. 

Overall, I think a combination of the two strategies would provide a great 
middle ground. I also believe that emphasizing hands in massage photos could 
lend itself to a great promotional campaign down the line. What do you think?


